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(2020) Â . of the cars still don't have
working speedo's. My suggestion,
get the speedo fixed then calibrate
the rest of the features as needed.
@pololpoid95 - I have the radio
working with my G5. A new one is
about $400 from Power-Peddling
which is much cheaper than any of
the aftermarket options. Even if
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you're already running an Icom, the
powerpedal is an excellent antenna
for your Icom. My antenna mounted
on the roof of my F-150 is the only
radio antenna that works for me. My
only problem with the RC is that it
doesn't have a battery and it doesn't
have a turn signal indicator. It's a
long way from full compliance and
it's on my list of things to fix.
@pololpoid95- Great thread!! I just
saw your reply about the HP gauge. I
have the same gauge. It's a little
different than the Honda's but does
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the same job. I also have an Icom-5
which I'm waiting for a new tail
light. I've had my 05 Hummer for 7
months now and only have 30k miles
on it. In that time it has had a couple
of rear shocks replaced. The
suspension has handled it well. I've
kept the HPL tires on and my rear
shocks are actually a good bit
heavier than the stockers. My
concern has been the fuel gauge.
The first time I pulled into my wife's
work at a convenient location to fill
up, it went to the "empty" side of the
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tank. I thought my fill was cut off so
I drove all the way home to fill it up
and it still showed empty. So, I
pulled it up to a pump and got about
50 miles down the road. That was
the last fill until after the warranty
expired. It has never said a word
since. It's pretty easy to pull up to
the pump and down to the bottom of
the tank but I have to use the low
tank light. My wife's 2003 Corolla
has the same gauge. I have read that
when a vehicle is parked the gas
gauge doesn't go down as far as it
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should. It may be
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